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Migrants and 
education policies: 

Universal access to 
education constitutes a 
central pillar of sustainable 
development



Does the country grant all migrants the same status as citizens
in accessing government-funded education and vocational training?

Source: https://publications.iom.int/system/files/pdf/MGI-GCM-Data-Bulletins_0.pdf





Source: https://www.migrationdataportal.org/themes/international-students

https://www.migrationdataportal.org/themes/international-students


Interlinkages between education and Migration (GCM objectives)



IOM approach 
on migrant 
training



IOM’s Migrant Training Approach

Migrant training refers to a 
set of activities that 
address the knowledge, 
attitude, and practice/skills 
of migrants to ensure they 
are better prepared for their 
stay and integrate well in 
their new destination.

The training may be:

• Technical in nature (e.g., language 
learning/children education, 
professional skills)

• General orientation (e.g., travel, 
services provision, expectations, 
rights and responsibilities and 
intercultural competencies)
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of diversity and social 
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Needs-based pre-
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Objective 16:  Empower migrants and societies to 
realize full inclusion and social cohesion
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The new 
world of 
education and 
labour 
mobility



Does the country participate in international 
schemes with common qualification frameworks?

Source: https://publications.iom.int/system/files/pdf/MGI-GCM-Data-Bulletins_0.pdf



China

Ranked #4

10 million

Eastern 
Europe

More than 20 
projects in 

Africa

IOM’s experience on skills-related projects

• More than 70 skills-related 
projects

• Spread across 5 continents

• Expertise: 

- Pre-departure orientation
- Multi-stakeholder engagement 
- Migrant support throughout the 

migration continuum
- Facilitating certification & 

recognition
- Bilateral labour migration 

agreements

More than 15 

projects in 
Europe

More than 10 
projects in the 
MENA region

10 projects in 
Asia & the 

Pacific



Prerequisites for skills mobility partnerships

State Migrant

Cross-cutting issues

Gender 
integration

Migrant health & 
well-being Data protection

Access to rights &
protection

Addressing needs of 
vulnerable groups

Prerequisites

allows for skill
development and career
growth and ensures
migration takes place in
a well-prepared, well-
planned and safe
manner

allows for better
matching of skills
demand and supply;
contributes to
economic growth and
local development;
supports regular
migration

Long- and midterm policy 

planning

Multi-stakeholder & policy 

coherence

Data for setting sustainable 

systems and schemes

Local development & job creation

Skills classification & recognition

Integration of migration aspects 

into partnerships

Reduction and sharing of costs

Addressing social aspects of 

employment and mobility

Context

Automation, digitalization and globalization of labour markets and 
workforce, changing nature of work, demographic developments



• 31 million school-aged children are international migrants, and this number is set to grow. Their education is 
therefore a long-term strategic priority and investment.

• Educating migrant children is essential to meet SDG 4, and more broadly to achieve economic and social 
benefits such as improved livelihoods, better health outcomes, reductions in gender inequities and enhanced 
political participation.

• Education plays an important role in social integration, economic mobility and learning outcomes. Large and 
unexpected migration flows can disrupt education systems. Policy coherence and whole of government 
approach is key.

• Access to education and lifelong learning opportunities can help to ensure that migrants have needed skills  
to be successful in the labour market and adapt to the changing nature of employment opportunities. 

• Investment in education may also contribute to necessary skill sets to fill gaps in the labour market in other 
countries or regions; therefore, not only addressing unemployment, but also addressing labour shortages

Conclusions
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